
User-friendly digital publishing, 
optimized for learning

Pressbooks is a versatile digital publishing platform 
used by 500+ organizations and educational 
communities as essential infrastructure for 
creating and sharing knowledge. 

Pressbooks helps users make beautiful, easy-to-
navigate digital books with multiple download 
formats. With Pressbooks, it is simple to develop, 
adapt, and share engaging, interactive materials 
that enhance learning, advance scholarship, and 
support organizational communications.

The platform at the heart of Pressbooks

The user-friendly Pressbooks publishing platform 
includes built-in features that support best 
practices for creating, adapting, and sharing highly 
effective educational materials: 

• Accessibility and inclusion: Pressbooks 
platform is accessible by design, and encourages 
all users to create and publish accessible 
content by default

• Collaboration: Pressbooks allows multiple users, 
including students, to collaborate in creating, 
maintaining, and updating publications

• Engagement and interactivity: Pressbooks 
supports pedagogically effective user 
experiences including multimedia, assessments, 
interactive activities, and social annotation 

• Flexible distribution and sharing: Pressbooks 
supports creators’ choice on how to make 
content available, with a range of copyright 
licenses, online and offline distribution formats 

• LTI 1.3 integration: Pressbooks supports 
interoperable standards that allow users to 
seamlessly interact with learning materials 
inside the learning management system (LMS)

Common projects powered by Pressbooks 
• Original open educational resources (OER)

• Original copyrighted materials

• Interactive digital books

• OER discovery, adaptation and remix

• No- or low-cost curriculum strategy 

• Academic press and scholarly publishing

• Administrative publishing: policies, plans, 
training, reports, etc.

Explore Pressbooks



Pressbooks Solutions

Pressbooks Enterprise Networks

A Pressbooks Enterprise Network is a hassle-free choice for organizations that want to empower their 
communities with digital publishing. This software-as-a-service (SaaS) solution includes a variety of 
value-adding features designed to power digital publishing programs of all sizes and maturity levels:

Learn more: Visit www.pressbooks.com or contact sales@pressbooks.com

• Platform setup 

• Custom network branding

• Dedicated catalog to showcase work

• 15+ well-designed book themes 

• Single sign-on ease-of-use

• Updates and maintenance

• Network and book analytics

• Training and premium support for 
platform administrators

• And more!

Pressbooks Shared Networks

Designed specifically for multi-institution systems and consortia, Shared Networks provide 
Pressbooks platform access to organizations with multiple affiliated members. Shared networks 
include all the benefits of Enterprise Networks, along with configuration and support options 
designed to meet the needs of multi-institution consortia. These networks also offer flexibility around 
contracting and usage to better align with complex organizational needs. 

Pressbooks Results

This add-on solution is an assessment helper that encourages greater student engagement with 
Pressbooks learning materials. When Pressbooks titles include gradable interactive learning activities, 
this solution can pass student grades from these activities directly into the LMS gradebook. It also 
presents students and instructors with detailed learning data, a deeper understanding of learning 
progress, and actionable insights to better support student success.

Pressbooks Individual Subscriptions

Pressbooks offers self-service subscriptions that empower individual authors or small teams to 
collaborate on the creation, adaptation, and sharing of digital books.

For Everyone: Pressbooks Directory

Free for everyone is Pressbooks Directory, a searchable website that lists 5,000+ open access 
books published by 160+ individual and shared networks via Pressbooks’ platform. This popular 
resource helps creators share their work with broader audiences, and it helps anyone discover 
books of interest. Pressbooks users can easily copy openly-licensed work in the Directory, 
adapt and remix it to create a new project that fits their specific context and needs.

http://www.pressbooks.com
mailto:sales%40pressbooks.com?subject=
https://pressbooks.directory/

